Diagnostic accuracy of computed tomography scan against surgical findings in small bowel obstruction cases
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of computed tomography (CT) scan in small bowel obstruction (SBO), utilizing operative findings as the gold standard.

METHODS: This descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted at Dr. Ruth K.M. Pfau Civil Hospital Karachi, Pakistan from September 2019 to August 2020. A comprehensive assessment, including plain and contrast-enhanced CT scans of the abdomen, was performed on 267 patients with clinically suspected acute SBO. Operative findings were compared with CT results to determine diagnostic accuracy. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and overall diagnostic accuracy were evaluated, considering operative findings as the gold standard.

RESULTS: Out of 267 patients, 162 (60.7%) were males, and 105 (39.3%) were females, with a mean age of 33.03 ± 10.58 years. The mean duration of symptoms was 12.11 ± 4.13 days. Overall sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and diagnostic accuracy of the CT scan were 92.2%, 87.8%, 87.4%, 92.4%, and 89.9%, respectively. Common CT findings included dilated small bowel loops (128 cases, 100%), the point of transition (105 cases, 82%), and bowel wall thickening (71 cases, 55.5%). Post-operative analysis revealed 118 out of 128 confirmed cases and 17 additional cases initially missed by CT. Tuberculosis emerged as the leading histopathological cause (25.9%), followed by obstructed/strangulated hernias (22.2%) and adhesions (17.7%).

CONCLUSION: This study emphasizes the superior diagnostic precision of CT scans in determining the level and cause of SBO, reflecting a high sensitivity (92.2%) and specificity (87.8%). Common CT findings, including dilated bowel loops, contribute to precise identification, guiding effective clinical management.
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INTRODUCTION

Intestinal obstruction is a globally prevalent emergency condition that requires timely and accurate diagnosis to prevent morbidity and mortality. Approximately 60–85% of intestinal obstruction cases are attributed to small bowel obstruction (SBO).¹,² There are many causes of mechanical SBO like adhesions, abdominal hernias, tuberculosis and intestinal neoplasms, etc. In developed countries, adhesions are the most common cause of mechanical SBO, followed by abdominal hernias;³ while in developing countries, adhesions followed by intestinal tuberculosis are the most common causes of SBO.⁴ Adhesions can arise from various sources, including post-surgical procedures or post-inflammatory responses triggered by prior infections, radiotherapy, or chronic inflammation. These conditions can lead to peritoneal injury and initiate an inflammatory process characterized by fibrin deposition, ultimately resulting in SBO. Among these, post-surgical adhesions are common, which can occur as early as three days to two weeks.⁵ Intestinal tuberculosis predominantly affects the terminal ileum and cecum, regions rich in lymphoid tissue, where physiological stasis and reduced digestive activity create conditions conducive to its development. Bowel obstruction is the most common complication of intestinal tuberculosis, either due to luminal narrowing, strictures, or adhesions.⁶ The study done by Mubarak et al.,⁷ found tuberculous stricture in the majority of cases (35.8%), followed by adhesions (26.0%) and hernia (18.5%). Intestinal obstruction, especially SBO, is more common in Pakistan, Africa, and tropical countries than in other western countries.⁸ The mortality of SBO depends on whether complications like bowel ischemia develop or not. It may be as high as 25% for patients with complicated bowel ischemia and up to 8% for non-complicated obstruction.⁹ SBO needs emergency surgery if there is an absence of gas or fluid in distal intestinal segments and/or signs of bowel ischemia or perforations.¹⁰

While conventional radiography is the initial imaging modality for suspected SBO due to its cost-effectiveness and accessibility, its diagnostic accuracy ranges from 46–80%.¹¹ Advancements in imaging, especially Computed Tomography (CT) scans, have revolutionized SBO diagnosis by not only confirming the obstruction but also detailing its cause, level, and site. The multiplanar reformatting capabilities of CT scans play a pivotal role in evaluating potential complications associated with SBO.¹²-¹⁶ Contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) abdomen further clarifies the pathology of the bowel wall, mesentery, vessels, and peritoneal cavity.
Despite the potential benefits of CT scans in swiftly initiating management for SBO by providing crucial information for surgical decisions and avoiding unnecessary emergency laparotomies, their utilization remains limited in resource-constrained tertiary care hospitals. This underutilization underscores the need for evidence establishment at local level, particularly in regions where patients from rural areas are frequently referred. SBO, while potentially fatal, is a curable condition when diagnosed promptly, considering the cause, degree, and precise site of obstruction. Addressing the disparity between the acknowledged benefits of CT scans and their actual integration into healthcare facilities grappling with resource limitations is a significant challenge. The objective of this study was to ascertain the diagnostic accuracy of CT scans in SBO, using operative findings as the gold standard. This would facilitate effective surgical or medical management, playing a crucial role in averting the onset of potential complications such as bowel ischemia and perforation.

METHODS

This cross-sectional descriptive study was conducted in Radiology Department, Dr. Ruth K. M. Pfau Civil Hospital, Karachi (DUHS) from September 2019 to August 2020. Sample size was calculated by taking expected sensitivity 92% and specificity 93% of contrast enhanced CT Scan in diagnosing SBO.9 Prevalence of 21.8 %,7 desired precision of 7% and confidence interval of 95%. The estimated sample size was 267. Patients were enrolled using a non-probability sampling technique, and written informed consent was acquired from each participant. The study received approval from the Institutional Review Board under Reference # IRB-1670/DUHS/Approval/2020/117, dated July 30, 2020.

The inclusion criteria comprised individuals of any gender aged between 18 and 50 years exhibiting clinical suspicion of acute SBO, characterized by symptoms such as abdominal pain, vomiting, and an inability to pass flatus. Exclusion criteria encompassed patients allergic to intravenous contrast agents, those with impaired renal function indicated by a serum creatinine level exceeding 2 mg/dl, individuals who had undergone recent abdominal surgery, or those experiencing paralytic ileus. Additionally, participants who had undergone surgery before undergoing a CT scan were excluded from the study.

Data collection was conducted prospectively, encompassing the recording of patient demographics, including age and gender, in addition to clinical features. CT scan of the abdomen was performed before and after intravenous non-ionic contrast administration on 16 Slice Toshiba Activion Scanner in the portal venous phase (70 seconds) acquisition. The scanning parameters were 120 KV, 150 mA, 1mm collimation and 3mm slice thickness. Images were obtained in contiguous axial sections from the level of the xiphisternum to pubic symphysis and reformatted in sagittal and coronal planes. No oral contrast was given. CT findings were analyzed in terms of diameter of small bowel, wall thickness, small bowel wall enhancement, presence of sudden or gradual change in luminal diameter of bowel, obstructive lesion at or around the site of obstruction, small bowel feces sign and beak sign; these findings were recorded on the proforma. Small bowel loop was labeled as dilated (diameter more than 2.5 cm measured from outer to outer wall) or collapsed (lumen barely visualized).10 Bowel wall was labeled as thickened if it was >3mm.11 Small bowel feces sign appeared as feces like material blended with gas in the dilated small bowel loop10. Transition point is labelled when there is tapering of dilated small bowel loop to collapsed small bowel at the site of obstruction. When transition point has abrupt tapering and resembles to beak is labelled as beak sign.11,12 Patients were followed for operative findings and CT scan findings were compared with them. Final outcome was recorded on the approved Proforma.

A database was established using SPSS version 25.0 to analyze the collected data. Quantitative variables, such as age and the diameter of the dilated small bowel, were computed as mean and standard deviation. For qualitative variables, including gender, cause of obstruction, diagnosis on CT scan, and operative findings, percentages and frequencies were determined. The performance metrics, namely accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) of contrast-enhanced CT abdomen in identifying SBO, were calculated with operative findings serving as the gold standard. Post-stratification 2x2 tables were generated to determine these outcomes, considering true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) values in this study. The level of significance was set at <0.05.

RESULTS

Two hundred and sixty-seven patients were enrolled to determine the diagnostic accuracy of CT scan in SBO taking operative findings as gold standard. There were 162 (60.7%) males and 105 (39.3%) females with overall mean age of 33.03±10.58 years (age range: 18 – 50 years). Overall 45% of patients were older than 35 years and 55% were ≤ 35 years. The mean duration of symptoms was 12.11±4.13 days among which 69% of patients presented within 14 days of onset of symptom. The mean small bowel diameter on CT scan was 3.20±0.57 cm.

Table I illustrates the common CT scan findings in small bowel obstruction, which include dilated small bowel loops (128 cases, 100%), the point of transition (105 cases, 82%), and bowel wall thickening (71 cases, 55.5%). Figures 1 and 2 further enhance the understanding, with figure 1 demonstrating diffuse circumferential mural thickening of the terminal ileum and ileocecal junction causing proximal small bowel dilatation, while figure 2 reveals a large midline defect in the anterior abdominal wall, leading to herniation of dilated small bowel loops and omental fat, resulting in closed-loop obstruction.

In a cohort of 267 patients, enhanced CT scans indicated SBO in 128 (47.9%) cases and ruled out SBO in 139 (52.1%) cases. Of those diagnosed with SBO on
CT, 118 (92.2%) were confirmed to have the obstruction upon surgical evaluation, as noted in Table II. This highlights the notable diagnostic accuracy of enhanced CT scans, evidenced by a sensitivity of 92.2%, a specificity of 87.8%, a positive predictive value (PPV) of 87.4%, a negative predictive value (NPV) of 92.4%, and an overall diagnostic accuracy of 89.9%. Post stratification analysis according to age and gender was shown in Table III.

Among the patients with a CT diagnosis of SBO, only 118 out of 128 had their diagnosis confirmed through surgery, while the remaining 10 did not exhibit obstruction upon operative investigation. Conversely, of the 139 patients initially deemed free of obstruction by CT, 17 were later subjected to laparotomy due to worsening clinical symptoms, revealing SBO. Within this subgroup, diagnoses included peritonitis in seven patients, enteric fever in six, and colonic carcinoma in four.

In this study, the predominant histopathological cause of SBO was tuberculosis, identified in 35 patients (25.9%). This was followed by obstructed/strangulated hernias in 30 cases (22.2%) and adhesions in 24 (17.7%) patients (Table IV).

DISCUSSION

This study, involving 267 patients, assessed the diagnostic accuracy of CT scans in SBO. Enhanced CT scans exhibited a sensitivity of 92.2%, specificity of 87.8%, and an overall diagnostic accuracy of 89.9%, confirming SBO in 47.9% and ruling it out in 52.1% of cases. Post-operative analysis revealed 118 out of 128 confirmed cases and 17 additional cases initially missed by CT. Tuberculosis emerged as the leading histopathological cause (25.9%), followed by obstructed/strangulated hernias (22.2%) and adhesions (17.7%). These findings highlight the clinical and diagnostic nuances in SBO management.

Bowel obstruction is a frequent surgical emergency in Pakistan as well as worldwide. It is responsible for approximately 20% of patients presented with acute abdomen in which obstruction to the small bowel remains the dominant cause with significant morbidity and mortality. Patients with clinical features of acute small bowel loop obstruction mostly undergo abdominal radiography as first-line imaging modality however its diagnostic accuracy is not high with reported specificity and sensitivity of 57% and 69% respectively. This is even lower in the diagnosis of exact site and cause of obstruction or presence of strangulation.

Among the cross-sectional imaging modalities, CT has the potential to play a crucial role in diagnosing SBO along with its potential complications due to its multiplanar reformation and short acquisition time, which overcome bowel movement artifacts. It assesses the site and level of obstruction, which provides a road map for surgical planning. A CT scan is usually recommended when the clinical features or initial radiographic signs are equivocal or when there is suspicion of strangulation. CT scan not only diagnoses the SBO by identifying the dilated small bowel loops with/without transition point, feces sign or beak sign but also detects its various causes whether intraluminal, extraluminal or mixed.
Adhesions are generally not appreciated on CT, so they are assessed by identifying an abrupt transition from dilated to collapsed bowel without any detectable cause, giving a beak sign. The beak sign can also be appreciated in internal hernias when the bowel is trapped in mesenteric rent. Our study detected a beak sign in 35.1%. The point of transition, an important CT sign in SBO, was identified in 82% of cases, which is comparable to the studies who all concluded that it can be used as a pre-surgical localizing tool for SBO. Small bowel feces sign is seen in 41.4% of our cases; literature revealed that small bowel feces sign is neither sensitive nor specific to diagnosing SBO and can be seen in patients without obstruction but when present, it is seen just proximal to transition point, which helps in its localization.

This study showed overall sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and diagnostic accuracy of 87.4%, 92.4%, 92.2%, 87.8%, and 89.88%, respectively. These results were comparable with a study done by Tabassum et al.,1' in terms of sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 90.2%, with a diagnostic accuracy of 89%. However, the NPV in this study was 87.8%, which was quite higher than theirs, which was 77%. A higher NPV is very important in excluding the presence of SBO which has marked impact on management plans. A large meta-analysis by Li Z, et al.,'3 demonstrated the sensitivity and specificity of CT scan for SBO at 91% and 89%, respectively, and by Mubarak SA, et al.,4 who found a sensitivity of 95.1%, a specificity of 96.7%, a PPV of 98.7%, an NPV of 87.9%, and a diagnostic accuracy of 69.4%. The possible reason for this variation may be the difference in the level of obstruction in the two series and the difference in the relative distribution of adhesions and hernia as underlying causes.

The current study missed four cases of colonic carcinoma causing partial / intermittent obstruction. Mubarak SA, et al.,4 also missed the colonic carcinoma at splenic flexure in a patient in their study of 111 patients. Vaughan-Shaw PN, et al.,3 also concluded that a CT scan can miss or incorrectly diagnose colorectal carcinoma when the tumor is small in size or the CT is done with poor bowel preparation. Lack of peritumoral findings like fat stranding, vessel engorgement, and

### Table IV: Primary etiologies of small bowel obstruction on histopathology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Cause of Small Bowel Obstruction</th>
<th>Frequency (n=135)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernia</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesions</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small bowel malignancy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large bowel malignancy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous (Crohn’s disease and superior mesenteric artery syndrome)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Multiplanar images of CECT Abdomen showing diffuse circumferential mural thickening of terminal ileum and ileocecal junction (blue arrow) causing proximal dilatation of small bowel loops (red arrow) with collapsed large bowel (yellow arrow).

Figure 2: Sagittal and axial sections of CECT Abdomen demonstrated a large midline defect in the anterior abdominal wall (blue arrow) through which the dilated small bowel loops (red arrow) and omental fat are herniating leading to closed loop obstruction.
The etiology of mechanical bowel obstruction is changing in our population, which may be due to different eating habits and the influence of genetic as well as environmental factors. The study done by Elsayed EE, et al., on a small group of 20 Egyptian patients showed adhesions and obstructed hernia as the leading causes of SBO, comprising 37% and 27% of cases, respectively. A local study reported adhesions (57.8%) as the main cause of SBO, followed by hernia (16.7%) and tuberculosis (15.7%). Mubarak SA, et al., showed tuberculous stricture in the majority of cases (35.8%), followed by adhesions (26.0%) and hernia (18.5%). The present results are comparable in terms of cause of SBO with the study done by Mubarak SA, et al., as in this study group, the most common cause identified is tuberculosis (25.9%), followed by hernia (22.2%) and adhesions (17.7%), representing the burden of tuberculous infection in the local population and delay in management of hernia. Other causes of SBO in this study were post pancreatitis, post appendicitis, ileitis, peritonitis, small bowel malignancy, cecal carcinoma, proximal large bowel carcinoma, Crohn's disease, and SMA syndrome. However, CT scans missed the diagnosis of peritonitis in three cases, colonic carcinoma in two cases, and typhoid fever in two cases. So these fallacies must be kept in mind, and the clinical context should not be ignored. Most previous studies have shown variable sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, which were comparable to the current study, which showed a sensitivity of 92.2%, a specificity of 87.8%, and an accuracy of 89.88%. These results are quite satisfactory in diagnosing the SBO in the local practice setup where health care resources are limited. This study also helped in the timely management of patients by avoiding unnecessary surgical interventions. A CT scan should be included in workup of acute abdomen, particularly when SBO is suspected.

This study has as few limitations, including its single-center design and cases where conservative management introduced uncertainty in the diagnosis. Nevertheless, it contributes valuable local evidence regarding the judicious use of imaging in abdominal conditions. Future research should consider a multi-center approach, focusing on the nuanced role of CT findings in SBO, both within and beyond the bowel.

CONCLUSION

CT scan emerges as a promising imaging tool for the accurate detection of SBO, offering heightened accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. It proves valuable in delineating the level and cause of acute SBO, aiding in the identification of patients managed conservatively and preventing unnecessary surgeries. Therefore, CT scans should be considered the primary imaging modality for suspected SBO. However, it is crucial to exercise clinical judgment, particularly in cases of peritonitis and typhoid fever, where clinical findings play a pivotal role.
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